INTRODUCTION
============

Computational modeling of protein structures has become an effective means of generating new biological information. Ideally, a structure prediction server would provide a simple, sequence in/structure out approach that generates a single 'best' model for any given protein sequence. However, there is a wide variety of tools available that carry out different stages of the process, and in general no one set of tools will be applicable to every problem. Moreover, the definition of what constitutes a best model can be ambiguous and will depend on factors such as sequence/structural features of the available templates and their degrees of homology to the target. Modeling can be much more effective if function is taken into account, but servers have not generally been designed explicitly to put the modeling process in a biological context.

Pudge is a protein structure prediction server designed to address these issues. The overall modeling strategy implemented in Pudge is illustrated in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (the individual features of Pudge are described throughout the text as well as in the figure caption). A number of sequence-based calculations are carried out when the sequence is initially submitted. These include secondary structure prediction ([@B1]) the identification of low-complexity ([@B2]) and disordered ([@B3]) regions, as well as the optional splitting of the sequence into domains ([@B2]). The modeling process is then divided into a pipeline consisting of five stages: template selection (TS), alignment (AL), model building (MB), model refinement (MR) and model evaluation (ME). Menu options allow a user to apply different methods at each stage. The methods that we have implemented have been chosen to provide a wide range of flexibility in what sequence and structural relationships to make use of. Figure 1.The Pudge protein structure prediction pipeline. Starting with a sequence, a model is constructed in five stages: TS, AL, MB, MR and ME. Menu options allow a user to select the methods applied at each stage but models can also be generated in an entirely automated fashion. Results from each stage can be examined and edited on the web page (**A**, **E**). A variety of tools can be applied to analyze the edited results. Those illustrated here are taken from a case study modeling the protein PqsE described in the text. (**B**) The 'annotation map'. Functional properties of all the templates can be examined, queried and filtered using the annotation map. A wide range of properties can be displayed (see text). For example, the blue rectangle highlights residues in metal-binding active sites (magenta squares), which are conserved in PqsE (black bars). (**C**). Simultaneous comparison of the alignments of PqsE to two templates (PDB codes 2zwr and 2zo4). The figure indicates that the models built on these templates would be equivalent in the gray region and would have an alignment shift in the yellow region. Models built using 2zwr in the red region would be built *ab initio*, whereas that region is structured and well-aligned for the template 2zo4 (green, see also [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}G). (**D**) Any individual model can be submitted to our MarkUs protein function annotation server for additional bioinformatic and biophysical analysis. The figure shows a molecular viewer within MarkUs displaying predicted functional cavities. (**F**) A ProSa2003 evaluation of models of PqsE built on templates 2zo4 and 2zwr. The C-terminal of the model built on 2zwr has lower quality (red rectangle) than the model built on 2zo4 (green rectangle). (**G**) Worm representations of the C-termini of the native structure of PqsE, and the models built on 2zwr and 2zo4. The models were largely equivalent (e.g. gray regions) but the C-terminal of 2zo4 (green) was a close structural match to the PqsE native structure (blue), whereas the same region had to be built *ab initio* in the model built on 2zwr (red) even though PqsE was more similar to this template overall.

Specifically, simple BLAST runs or more sophisticated profile--profile approaches can be applied to identify modeling templates. At the AL stage, a single alignment to different templates or alternate alignments to a particular template can be generated. One or up to five alternate models per template can be constructed at the MB stage. Side chains and loops can be further sampled using methods that apply fast empirical force fields or all-atom potentials at the MR stage. Finally, a set of statistical potentials can be applied to evaluate and rank the set of models generated at the ME stage. A complete list of methods with appropriate references is provided in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Table 1.Modeling and analysis methods used in the PUDGE pipelineTSALMBMRMEBLAST ([@B5],[@B6]) HMAP ([@B7],[@B8])BLAST ([@B5],[@B6]) Smith--Waterman ([@B18]) HMAP([@B7],[@B8])NEST ([@B7],[@B9]) MODELLER ([@B19])SCAP ([@B9],[@B20]) LOOPY ([@B21]) PLOP ([@B20]) SCWRL([@B22])SVM (Zhu and Honig, manuscript in preparation) DFIRE ([@B12]) Verify3D ([@B10],[@B11]) ProSa2003 ([@B16])[^1]

An important feature of the Pudge server is its interactivity. Initially, it can often be unclear, which templates, alignments or modeling methods are appropriate to a particular problem. To address this, Pudge provides, in addition to the modeling methods themselves, a set of methods to analyze and compare the results produced at each stage. Based on the results of the analysis, individual templates, alignments and models can be resubmitted to the pipeline for additional processing. An important feature of the server is the ability to conveniently incorporate functional information into the analysis of what should be done at each stage. This is done via an interface to our protein function annotation server, MarkUs (<http://wiki.c2b2.columbia.edu/honiglab_public/index.php/Software:Mark-Us>). The MarkUs ([@B4]) interface provides unique functionality that allows a user to examine, query and compare, functional information for a set of templates over a range of similarities, facilitating the identification of individual sequence and structural features that may be important both for guiding the modeling and accurately determining the biological role of the query protein.

A CASE STUDY: PqsE
==================

We describe the use of the server by modeling the protein PqsE, a member of an operon involved in quorum sensing in *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*. The example uses only a sampling of the tools available in the server, but illustrates some common difficulties that arise in any modeling exercise, and highlights the need to examine and compare results from different stages of the process and to integrate functional information in order to generate a more accurate and useful model. Since in general it is not known initially what modeling templates are available or what their ranges of similarity are to the query, Pudge provides a simplified two-step interface to generate a number of models using a default set of methods. These methods are intended to provide results from a variety of tools that exploit a wide spectrum of sequence relationships, from close to remote, and generally provide a set of results that is sufficient to make initial decisions that guide the modeling.

Currently our default methods include a 1-iteration PSI-Blast ([@B5],[@B6]) run to identify close homologs, a 5-iteration PSI-Blast run and a search using our in-house profile--profile comparison method, Hybird Multidimensional Alignment Profile (HMAP) ([@B7],[@B8]) to identify more remote templates. Templates are selected from a 90% non-redundant database of single protein chains, which is updated weekly. Sequence-to-structure alignments to the templates selected by all three methods are also generated using HMAP. Models are built using our program NEST ([@B7],[@B9]), and are evaluated using the Verify3D ([@B10],[@B11]) and DFIRE ([@B12]) statistical potentials. The methods that were applied are displayed on a web page as sets of check boxes. The models, templates and alignments generated by each method can be examined by checking these boxes, which generates lists specifying an identifier for the target sequence, PDB codes of the templates and shorthand labels identifying the methods used (e.g. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A and E). These lists can be edited, removing unessential or non-promising solutions. Using menu options on the web page, the edited list of templates, alignments or models can be resubmitted to the pipeline for additional analysis or modeling.

Analyzing function
------------------

An important method implemented as a default is an analysis of the 'coverage' of the query sequence by the templates, which is carried out at the AL stage. This analysis allows examination of functional information associated with the templates selected by the different TS methods. The information is visualized using a feature of our MarkUs protein function annotation server called the annotation map, which represents the query and template sequences in a web-based 'BLAST-like' format ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). This visualization includes many features that allow examination, querying and filtering of information from a wide range of functional databases and is a useful place to start establishing a biological context for the modeling.

For example, simple browsing of overall annotations from different sources \[Gene Ontology (GO), Enzyme Classification (EC) and UniProt\] can be carried out and, in our example, examination of the overall annotations of the closest sequence neighbors of PqsE identifies it as metallo-hydrolase. Transferring annotations based on the overall sequence similarity can always be problematic, however, and it is generally necessary to confirm an annotation by ensuring that specific sequence or structural features responsible for activity are conserved. Menu options allow a user to display residue-specific functional information in the annotation map \[e.g. UniProt sequence features, Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs) and protein--ligand interactions\]. In the case of PqsE, mapping UniProt features both confirms the metallo-hydrolase annotation based on conservation of metal-chelating residues and identifies the active site, which will be useful in interpreting the modeling results. Other types of manipulations can also be carried out. For example, if a more likely specific function is known (e.g. if a specific substrate is suspected) the set of templates can be limited to those with similar functional features based on GO annotation to ensure that the templates are functionally related. Similar options can be used to identify those templates that bind specific ligands or types of ligands based on the ChEBI ([@B13; @B14; @B15]) annotations available in the PDB (a tutorial and general description for the MarkUs features is available at <http://luna.bioc.columbia.edu/honiglab/nesg/documentation/tutorial.html>).

Analyzing models and alignments
-------------------------------

While it is generally reasonable to expect that an optimal model can be generated based on the closest sequence homolog (perhaps identified using a single iteration of PSI-Blast), there are often exceptions to this rule and a careful comparison of results generated by the default methods is often useful. In the case of PqsE, differences between the sets of templates selected using different criteria at different stages of the pipeline can give important clues about what templates may be most appropriate to use. A single iteration of BLAST identifies only a single close homolog (2zwr; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Additional iterations also identify 2zwr as the 'best' template but also more remotely related proteins, including 2zo4 with an *E*-value essentially equivalent to that of 2zwr (at least for the purposes of modeling; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Significantly, an examination of the results at the ME stage reverses this trend, with the model based on 2zo4 now ranked as the most favorable in terms of the statistical potential DFIRE ([@B12]) and the model based on 2zwr ranked poorly (22nd among the models evaluated).

When different measures give conflicting information, it is useful to identify the source of the difference. In the commonly occurring situation where one is dealing with ambiguous templates, Pudge provides several tools that allow a user to identify problematic regions of the models. Variations such as those encountered here for PqsE typically occur for one of two reasons: (i) the alignments to the two templates do not produce equivalent models; or (ii) there are structural differences between the two templates. To identify alignment differences, a user edits the results at the AL stage and chooses the 'Compare alignments' tool from the menu option provided. The output is an alignment ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C) that includes the sequences of all the templates (aligned structurally) as well as multiple copies of the query sequence (details of how it is constructed are provided in the tutorial on the web site). The alignment helps to identify regions where the query sequences do not align perfectly. For the case of PqsE, one of these regions occurs at the C-terminal, where the output of 'Compare alignments' indicates that 2zwr is not long enough to model PqsE completely even though it is a better match in terms of overall sequence similarity ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C).

On the other hand, the template 2zo4 is sufficiently long, but this is no guarantee that it is an accurate structural match for PqsE. This issue can be further studied by comparing the modeled structures of PqsE themselves. This is carried out by again editing the results list as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A (but in this case for the MB step), and selecting the 'Resubmit' menu option, which presents a user with a set of methods to analyze, refine and evaluate the selected models. In our example, we resubmitted the models constructed using the templates 2zwr and 2zo4 and applied the ProSa2003 ([@B16]) residue-by-residue ME method. The output is shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}F and clearly indicates a problem with the model based on 2zwr (positive ProSa scores at the C-terminal). On the other hand, the ProSa scores of the model based on 2zo4 are highly favorable in this region and in fact the model based on 2zo4 contains the correct conformation of the C-terminal ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}G), as judged by a comparison to the native structure (there are other areas of variation as well, which are ignored here for simplicity). This issue is especially important when the models are considered in biological context, since the C-terminal helices form tunnels leading to the active site (which was identified using the annotation map), a feature which has been suggested to indicate that the protein acts on extended substrates ([@B17]).

Once issues such as those described above have been addressed and a satisfactory model has been constructed, Pudge provides a mechanism to submit individual models to our protein function annotation server, MarkUs. While the coverage analysis described above provides access to a great deal of functional information, it will necessarily be limited to those proteins that have some sequence similarity to the query. MarkUs carries out a more detailed bioinformatic and biophysical analysis of the model, which includes the identification of putative functional cavities, conservation in the target sequence and electrostatics, all of which can be visualized in a molecular viewer ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). A more comprehensive examination of functional information associated with structurally similar proteins is also carried out, which can be examined in a separate annotation map. Coarse modeling of protein--protein, protein--DNA and protein--ligand interactions is also possible.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
=================================

Ideally, a set of modeling tools would be available that integrates different sources of functional and structural information and automatically generates an optimal model. In practice, however, there is no general computational formula that invariably recognizes and accurately deals with issues such as those described here, and a researcher interested in a detailed and reliable understanding of what a model may indicate about function (and vice versa) needs at least to be aware of what the issues are. Pudge is designed to be a convenient interface for this type of analysis.

The initial analysis of templates, models and alignments has been our primary focus here, but an important question is what to do once specific modeling issues have been identified. The accuracy needed for a model depends on how it is going to be used and the information garnered from the results described above (i.e. PqsE is a likely metallo-hydrolase with a likely C-terminal capping region that governs access to the active site) may be sufficient to suggest possible substrates or further guide experiments. If a more accurate model is needed, there are a number of tools available, but which strategy to use is not always clear and will depend on the expertise of the user. While Pudge contains many options to further sample alignments and refine and evaluate models as a whole ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), an optimal model in the case of PqsE would probably need to be based on a combination of alignments and structures of the two templates described in the above analysis. An important future development goal of the server is to provide tools that allow for finer selection over which templates and alignments (or combinations thereof) to use at each stage of the process.
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[^1]: All methods used have been independently validated and appropriate references are cited. Additional details on how the methods are specifically used within Pudge are provided as 'tool tips' on the Pudge web site itself.
